Co nanoislands on Au(111) and Cu(111) surfaces studied by scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy.
Co nanoislands on the Au(111) and Cu(111) surfaces have been studied by scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. The experimental results showed that Co nanoislands prefer to aggregate at the step edge and dislocation sites on the reconstructed Au(111) surface and at the step edge on the Cu(111) surface, respectively. In addition, based on dZ/dV-V spectra, in both the Co/Au(111) and the Co/Cu(111) systems, Gundlach oscillation was observed. From the peak shift of dZ/dV-V spectra between Co nanoisland and substrate surface, we can quantitatively obtain that the constant energy separation is -0.13 +/- 0.01 eV for the Co/Au(111) system, and 0.41 +/- 0.02 eV for the Co/Cu(111) system, respectively. These values indicate the work function difference between Co nanoisland and these surfaces.